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Abstract—The adoption of newer media technologies in learn-
ing experiences has made great leaps in the last decade. We
see the need to support these efforts with research in matters
of generalization and reuse of existing technical documentation.
Especially the leverage of S-Series specification data can increase
the efficiency and usefulness of smart maintenance and training
as it is already widely adopted in various security- and safety-
critical fields like aerospace and defence. Thus, this work has an
in-depth look at the state of the art of learning experiences and
offers starting points for optimization and research.

Index Terms—XR, S-Series, S1000D, ILS, CAD, data process-
ing

I. INTRODUCTION

While the term “Big Data” hit this world during the new
millennium, the will to create and use data profoundlier has
grown needy. Creating new data through data collection and
data analysis has become easy. Making good use of them,
however, has not. This work approaches the challenges and
hurdles of making good use of data coming from system
engineering and documentation departments when preparing
maintenance and training tasks. It hereby lies its focus on
incorporating and enriching this data usefully in newer media
technologies such as Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality
(VR), Mixed Reality (MR), Extended Reality (XR), and any
other ’R’ to come, thereby rendering maintenance and training
smart.

Companies increasingly support their maintenance and
training teams by introducing new, smart technologies to their
processes [4]–[6]. Currently popular technologies hereby stem
from the field of XR depicted in Fig. 1 and, for instance,
support their users with applications from the well-known AR,
MR and VR subfields.

Each of these technologies, and others just as well, have
their strengths in specific application areas. Two of these appli-
cation areas, real-time field maintenance and pre-job training,
are reviewed in depth throughout this work. Anyway, many
principles discussed here can be applied to other application
areas just as well.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Presenting technical documentation to novices and also
experts in their work is obviously no new idea, on the contrary,
often even required by law. However, as with many aspects in
life, there is room for improvement also with this matter, be
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Fig. 1. The relation between current media types extending a users reality.
Virtual Reality (VR) offers a fully immersive experience, while Augmented
Reality (AR) superimposes virtual content on the user’s real-world. Mixed
Reality (MR) shows characteristics of both, VR and AR. Prominent MR tech-
nologies include CAVEs, the Magic Leap One, and the Microsoft HoloLens.

it cutting costs, reducing paper waste, or simply granting a
motivational boost to workers.

The scientific field of serious games researches the oppor-
tunities of presenting and transferring knowledge in attractive
ways to users, treating any of the appealed scenarios as
learning experiences. Further reading on this matter can be
found in [1]–[3]. This chapter elaborates on the state of the
art of such game-designed learning experiences in maintenance
and training.

A. Required Data in Maintenance and Training

Looking at maintenance and training scenarios separately,
they may have very different feature requirements. On the one
hand, field maintenance always requires some sort of real-time
support, for instance, using object detection or remote assis-
tance. On the other hand, a pure, pre-job training application
can be run independently from time and location.

From this may generally follow that these supporting ap-
plications work very differently. Yet, it makes sense to have
a look at a profound similarity: their data basis. Both these
scenarios rely on and present the same type of data. The
user firstly needs some indications on what steps are to be
performed and, secondly, at what location exactly to perform



them. More precisely, whether this location is presented on
the real machine part in field maintenance (using AR) or some
virtual counterpart in training (using VR) is a matter of the
application, not necessarily the data being presented. Sum-
marizing, these learning experiences require a presentation of
the well-known technical documentation data and means to
indicate a location of action. As an example, this can stem
from corresponding system engineering data: CAD data.

B. Combining Maintenance and Training

For various reasons it can make sense to combine training
with real-time maintenance scenarios, which results in the col-
loquially known “learning by doing” training techniques. The
most obvious reason to rely on this technique is a reduction
of cost by getting a new user productive faster, as [8]–[10]
exemplarily show. Additionally, even experienced users can
fall back onto a technological support for rare or exceptionally
complicated tasks without losing their established productivity.
In contrast though, for application scenarios with a high risk
for users or equipment the “learning by doing” approach is
not feasible. In such cases an independent, pre-job training
application for certification processes or safety training is
indispensable and, therefore, still required to be performed
separately.

Following, the necessity of (perhaps separate) applications
which satisfy the differing requirements of ’learning-by’ and ’-
before-doing’ approaches asks for a study of their compatibil-
ity and a possible coordination of their content. A successful
consolidation of the differing requirements and combination
of both approaches brings forth some challenges, but also
worthwhile chances.

C. Application Development Considerations

Starting with the user perspective it has proven helpful
for users to stay in a familiar learning environment when
transitioning from one learning experience to another. Ray-
bourn et. al [7] describe the strengths of different learning
environments for military end user training, while emphasizing
the importance of placing a user in an ongoing narrative to
achieve immersive, motivated, and further successful learning.
A timely and successfully completed learning experience – be
it during maintenance or during training – is naturally reflected
in staff productivity and training costs.

However, not only training time produces costs, but also the
application development itself and its support are a consider-
able cost factor. Several companies have provided seeming
solutions by offering end user programming software suites,
where coding novices can develop and maintain their own
learning experiences on-site [11]–[13]. These systems are
generally referred to as authoring systems, where learning
experiences are ’authored’ by an end user who is experienced
in the final application field, such as a leading mechanic. An
example screenshot of such an authoring system can be seen
in Fig. 2.

Unfortunately this seemingly simple approach competes
directly with the aforementioned costs of staff productivity.

Fig. 2. A screenshot of an authoring system helping to create mixed reality
applications for manufacturing and maintenance processes. The software and
screenshot stem from [11].

An experienced staff member developing and maintaining the
training applications is an experienced staff member away
from the field and there-lying open tasks.

D. The Reuse of Generalized Data

Not competing, but benefiting this cost reduction approach
are two principles, which are discussed in the remainder of
this work: generalization and reusability. Embedded in these
principles lie the applications’ data bases, providing a common
ground to ease the development and support of applications
in maintenance and training scenarios, even further, for other
learning experiences like simulations, design evaluation pro-
cesses, or during remote assistance. This work, therefore,
proposes further research on the potential of generalized
data bases to be integrated automatically and repeatedly in
complementing learning experiences.

III. A SMART DOCUMENTATION DATA BASIS

As aforementioned technology-supported maintenance and
training scenarios have very different application requirements,
but also raison d’être. The goal for this work is to show
how a generalized, shared data basis can ease application
development and support; so that any amount of (perhaps com-
plementing) applications can flexibly cover a broad spectrum
of scenarios consistently and usefully for end users throughout
all their levels of expertise.

A. The Matter of Scalability

A big challenge during the development of learning ex-
periences is scalability. Manually developing and upholding
any learning experience application is expensive, even if it is
authored by an end user. This may be feasible for a handful
of selected tasks and in a single application, but to really
leverage the usefulness of the application it needs to cover
all required tasks in all required hardware. This can be
achieved by stepping away from as much manual development
as possible and considering the strengths of reusability and
automation. As an example for a wholesome data integration
the following considers the fictive task ’change the oil filter’.
The definition of this shopfloor task can be used in an



independent VR training before a novice mechanic ever sets
foot on the shopfloor, but also months later when performing
the task on the real machine while being supported from an
AR application. Even further, the mechanic may call in a
remote expert to help with the task and this expert will have
an own assistance application processing the same task details.
Lastly, when the machine with the changed oil filter leaves the
shopfloor, the machine conductors may want to take the task
documentation on paper with them – just in case. All these
application scenarios share a common data basis: that original
task definition.

The crux of the reusability matter is defining the data – task
data – in such a generalized way, that several applications can
use it. The simplest way is generalizing the definition structure
by using a standard. This may be any own type of standard,
defined solely for a company-owned ecosystem, or an existing
standard, like we propose for further research in this matter –
specifically the S-Series of ILS specifications [14].

B. The S-Series of ILS Specifications

The S-Series of ILS specifications is a whole suite of
specifications concerned with matters of integrated logistics
support (ILS). It is currently being managed in a team of
representatives from the ASD and AIA, yet, the S-Series
is not specifically designed for aeronautics matters. On the
contrary, its strength lies in its general feasibility for ILS
in all kinds of fields, being able to describe the matters of
anything, from a bicycle to a jet fighter, in a generalized way.
The S-Series includes specifications for material management
(S2000M), LSA (S3000L), and even training analysis and
design (S6000T).

Even though the S-Series training specification S6000T
sounds ideal, this work considers the specification for
technical publications – widely known as the S1000D – as
more relevant in wholesome learning experiences. Due to its
inherent common source database it is the basis for the really
applied technical documentation. It comes in various end
formats, from computer-based training (CBT) to paper, but
can additionally incorporate digital media like (explorable,
3D) technical illustrations. Even better, it is already widely
adopted in aeronautics, heavy-industry and defence; fields
showing considerable interest in newer media learning
experiences. In some application areas the maintenance of
the S-Series technical documentation is even required to be
prepared and maintained adequately by law, which makes it
a comparably reliable resource.

To sum it up, the authors of this work see potential espe-
cially in the S-Series specifications in regards to fulfilling the
proposed generalized, shared data basis, as its specifications
are already highly generalized, flexible and well-described. Its
widespread and sometimes even law-abiding adoption in many
fields makes it a cost-efficient and reliable starting point for
research and further development, which adheres perfectly to
the principle of reusability.

IV. REUSING AND REPURPOSING DATA

As it was stated at the beginning of this work, an important
matter to address besides the source of data, like the technical
documentation, is making good use of it. Preparing data to be
useful and still remain flexible and general is the fundamental
understanding of data science and analysis. While the general
assumption of an application is to get the data perfectly
prepared and ready to process, the reality is far from it.

Especially with legacy data, which the here promoted
principle of reusability suggests, the data preparation process
can be extensive. A strong structure in the documentation,
as with the S-Series specifications, can form a well-defined
basis, but a very general standard is also used very differ-
ently by every user or, as in this case, documentation editor.
Thus, it can be boldly stated that any legacy data needs
preparation; be it cleaning, consolidation, or even filling gaps.
This preparation process may be costly, but it can also be
worthwhile, as it gives a chance to learn from the processed
data and create new insights from it. In this chapter we
present often needed, sometimes recommended, and generally
possible optimizations from our own experience at ensuring
the ’XR-readiness’ of available data. We hereby keep our
focus on maintenance and training scenarios reusing S-Series
specification documentation and CAD data. An overview of
the presented preparation and optimization process can be seen
in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. The preparation process of technical documentation and CAD data
can be extensive. It includes consolidation of their own and contextualization
with dependencies and further material. Once integrated in a PLM, it can be
requested and altered with (XR) applications.

A. Consolidating Data

The first step for any data processing is consolidation. For
any documentation data in S1000D this means that docu-
mentation parts (tasks) have to be checked for consistency
errors, incorrect data, and overall completeness. This may also
include consolidating tasks from different S1000D versions
(issues) into the same. Across specification issues – and this
applies for many standards, not only S1000D – the underlying
structure can be very different. This differing structure can



cause unnecessary complexity in the processing ahead, so it
needs to be merged at the start. The difficulty of an issue
transformation depends on the issues in question, as some are
very similar in structure and others are worlds apart. In our
experience we were still able to transform the data in an at
least semi-automated manner.

Concerning CAD data, or any other modelling data, XR-
readiness usually also requires some cleaning steps on that
end. Especially for CAD data the application context switch
can be problematic, as the model’s level of detail and com-
plexity can be too high for the end user hardware, as was
studied by [15]. Thus, a downsizing of used models, perhaps
even a further breakdown, is usually inevitable. Along come
a polygon reduction, a repair of normals, a removal of double
layers, and maybe even a hidden part removal, if applicable.
Removing any full parts, however, is only possible, if it is
beforehand absolutely clear they are not further needed.

B. Filling Data Voids

Throughout the first analysis during consolidation, it might
become obvious that essentially required data is missing. In
highly law-restricted fields, this is a rare occurrence with
documentation, but a frequent problem with CAD data in all
fields.

Should documentation data be missing altogether, it can
be created retrospectively using field experts and editors.
More frequently though documentation is indeed available,
but exhibits a miserable quality. In highly structured data, like
S1000D, quality issues can be addressed in an at least semi-
automated manner, sometimes even using a translation into a
different standard.

After consolidation is also the right time to consider
language translations and simplified technical languages [16],
such as STE. It may also be advisable to rework and reduce
textual data as proposed by [17].

Should CAD data be missing, this question needs to be
asked immediately: Is it really needed? For one, simple
procedures not necessarily benefit from model data, same as
with textual data [15]. Sometimes environment indicators [18]
(where to look) or substitute models (screw is screw) are a
sufficient support to the end user; further brought to perfection
with a supplied technical illustration.

Also worth mentioning is the inaccuracy of design-time
CAD models in comparison to the real-world counterpart.
There have been efforts by Markley et. al [20] and Golparvar-
Fard et. al [21] to tackle this blueprint-”as-built” deviation
with hybrid scanning methodologies.

If it is absolutely beneficial to incorporate model data,
and none is available, model data can also be retrospectively
created. Rambach et. al [19] have assessed several techniques
for scanning objects into trackable models. In very complex
cases, however, a manual CAD remodelling may still be
necessary. Here costs can only be reduced by reducing the
modeling effort to necessities.

C. Smarten Data Up

Now that the data basis can be considered usable, it is
worth trying to make it even more useful. In the following
some starting points for further optimizations are listed. They
are not elaborated in much further detail, as they depend on
the concrete data basis and project requirements. Nevertheless,
they could be an inspiration to further research and do not
deserve omitting.

• Navigable data item dependencies, such as task hier-
archies in S1000D, can be mirrored within the PLM.
This eases a decentralized access where not all data
is immediately available on the end user hardware but
requested on-demand.

• Naming references of machine parts in the documentation
sometimes require consolidation with their corresponding
(CAD) model part naming. More often than not there
were no naming guidelines during the design and edito-
rial processes. To make any cross-references machine-
readable and clear, at least a semi-automated naming
consolidation or reference tables are required.

• It is worth considering which additional data source
could be useful to the task at hand, even if they are
not (yet) cross-referenced in the documentation. This
can include material lists, worker skill levels, and other
ILS resources. Especially resources from the S-Series
specification are very complementing, a fact not often
enough exploited.

• As Raybourn et. al [7] have concluded, an ongoing
narrative of information display and learning is beneficial
to the acceptance and success of the user. Therefore, it
is recommendable to plan out learning experiences in a
holistic context.

Of course there are many more optimizations and experience
lessons to be considered, one of which is briefly addressed in
the next section.

D. Showstopper Safety and Security

Addressing safety and security matters in this little section
is the picture book example of how these two matters are
often addressed in real-world projects: too late. Yet, if these
matters were discussed appropriately in every respect, they
would (as they should) take up a majority of most scientific
work. Therefore, hoping the importance nevertheless came
across, we still keep it short.

In the course of this work many technological achievements
were presented and referenced, as well as ongoing research and
implemented projects. Unfortunately, from our experience, we
came to realize that some of these (and others not mentioned
here) do not address these matters thoroughly, if at all. The
bottom line is that without detailed requirement engineering it
is not possible to assess whether and to what extent techniques
and technologies are suitable for a specific project or further



research. This may seem obvious, but still often times occurs
as an unexpected showstopper.

One very critical showstopper, occurring more often than
any other, is a technology’s requirement of cloud computing.
For bigger companies, this may be shifted to own, secured
on-site resources, yet, for medium-sized or smaller companies
this is often impossible to financially grasp. Thus, we make
it our concern to point out the necessity and challenges of
independent offline solutions, as well as a wider adoption of
open architectures. Not only in respect of costs, but especially
in respect of (patent and defence) security.

In respects of safety, matters of concern start at finding
enough, secured, and supervised space for VR training ses-
sions, relevant to lawful acts such as Germany’s Arbeitssicher-
heitsgesetz [22]. Further, safety concerns should be addressed
when choosing the hardware for an application area. Some
hardware is specifically designed or even certified to work in
safety-critical environments, some is not.

V. TLDR AND OUTLOOK

In the course of this work the advantages of generalizing and
reusing technical documentation and (CAD) model data were
carved out. The adherence to the principles of generalization
and reuse enables a flexible and automated integration in sev-
eral application types and hardware. Following, the usefulness
of the processed data and further success of the deployed
applications are increased. This shows beneficial to the costs
of the application development and support.

Together with techniques from serious game development
the developed applications for learning experiences in
maintenance and training make users of any expertise level
productive and motivated – while being faster and with better
error-rates; again benefiting cost factors. This effect can be
increased even more by following a holistic approach at the
integration of learning experiences in the other maintenance
and training processes, as it increases the acceptance among
end users.

In the following we list some further findings from our
experience to be taken away:

• Reuse as much as possible.
• From generalization comes flexibility, but also complex-

ity.
• Efforts should be restricted to use cases, which can truly

benefit.
• It is worthwhile to search for the right media for the job.
• Safety and security matters have to be addressed highly

individually.

Our team sees further research potential in all of the
elaborated matters in this work, especially in the processing
of market-adopted S-series specification documentation. It is
observable how market solutions follow one or another path,
but yet fail to see an all-embracing study of their comple-
menting, coordination, and fit to different fields. Especially in
respect to security- and safety-critical fields, such as aerospace

and defence, we feel their needs and requirements are not yet
addressed and studied thoroughly enough, a matter we took in
our hands the past years and continue to do so.
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